ANIMATION, FILM, PHOTOGRAPHY, AND MOTION DESIGN

Program Description
The Bachelor of Fine Arts degree in Animation, Film, Photography, & Motion Design focuses on the study of time, motion and light in regards to various entertainment fields, including Film, Animation, TV, Photography, Web, Games, Visual Effects, Music Videos, and Advertising. Coursework concentrates on creating traditional and digital 2D, 3D, and stop motion animation; digital filmmaking, post production, visual effects, and sound design; and traditional, alternative, and digital Photography. These fields are explored through narrative, non-fiction, and experimental storytelling techniques to allow students a range of expression for their artistic vision. Graduates are prepared to become animators, filmmakers, photographers, storyboard artists, character designers, concept artists, motion designers, screenwriters, producers, editors, and cinematographers.
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Department of Art and Design
Fine Arts Building 200
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Programs of Study
Bachelors/Minors
- Animation (Minor)
- Animation, Film, Photography and Motion Design (BFA)